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D. Determine the magnitude of the re
quired affine transformation by dividing
the two ratios found at the intersection of
the lines connecting ratios on opposite
sides of the principal point.

14. The transformation of one confor
mal projection to another conformal of a
different band can usually be performed on'
a conventional recitifier in one step be
cause the required affine transformation
can usually be accomplished by the avail
able negative offset or lens tilt.

15. Transformation data such as that
discussed in this paper are a prerequisite
to the construction of servomechanisms
on electronic transformation equipment.
These data are required because there is no
rigidity of perspective in transformation in

electronic equipment such as that obtained
in optical projection.

16. This paper furnishes information
about a technique which makes possible
the rectification of long focal length, highly
tilted photography which is well beyond
the limits of the conventional rectifier
from a single negative in which the appro
priate amount of affine transformation has
been introduced. It presents a method of
computing the affine transformation pat
tern whereby the correct amount of easel
tilt can be determined. The paper also
provides an effective means of transform
ing one map projection into a radically
different projection. And finally, it issues a
challenge for the development of a camera
system which would accomplish the affine
transformation in the taking stage.

The "Flying Carpet"-A Stereoscopic
Grid Used' in Photo Interpretation*

ROBERT J. HACKMAN,

U. S. Geological Survey,
Washington, D. C.

T HE "Flying Carpet" is an instrument
tha t makes use of a stereoscopic grid

in photo interpretation work. The prin
ciple of such a grid is familiar to many pho
togrammetrists and photo interpreters. The
instrument provides for the superimposi
tion of a stereoscopic grid on the stereo
scopic model obtained by viewing two ver
tical aerial photographs through a stereo
scope. The grid furnishes the viewer with
a horizontal plane of reference that can be
raised or lowered within the stereoscopic
model. An attached vernier provides a
means for measuring differential parallax.

The "Flying Carpet" consists of a metal
framework on which are mounted two plas
tic plates (Figure 1). Thumb screws control
the movement of the plates in the X and Y
directions. Each plate is scribed with a t
inch square grid. The grid lines are ori
ented in the X and Y directions and are al
ternately red and blue. On the right frame

a vernier is mounted that records directly
to the nearest 0.1 millimeter. The vernier
records only the X-direction movement of
the right plate. By adjusting the move
ment of the right plate while the left plate
remains at a fixed position, the vernier can
be used for measuring differences of paral
lax, or for setting the stereoscopic grid at
selected elevations within the stereoscopic
model. When viewing near the margin of
the stereoscopic model, small adjustments
of Y parallax are sometimes necessary.

The grid can be used under a mirror or
mirror-prism-type stereoscope that accom
modates an image separation of 7 to 12
inches.

Photographs are fastened to the table at
a proper separation for stereoscopic view
ing, with the principal and conjugate prin
cipal points in alinement. The instrument
is then positioned over the photographs so
that the center X-direction line of each
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FIG. 1. The "Flying Carpet" oriented over the aerial photographs.

grid passes directly over the principal and
conjugate principal points of the stereo
scopic pair. The X-motion thumb screw is
adjusted until the stereoscopic grid is
visible over the stereoscopic model. Fur
ther adjustment of the X-motion thumb
screw raises or lowers the grid within the
stereoscopic model.

Some uses of the "Flying Carpet" are:
1. Determining strikes and dips.-The

horizontal plane of the stereoscopic grid,
when intersected with a given horizon in a
bedrock sequence, provides the interpreter
with the strike of the outcrop. The dip of
the bed can be computed by parallax meas
urements of altitude difference. The plane
can also be used as a horizontal reference
for estimating the dip of the bed.

2. Correlating surface features.-The
horizontal plane of the grid extends over
the entire "model" area and provides an
excellent means of correlating certain sur
ficial features or stratigraphic units across
broad open areas such as wide valleys or
canyons.

3. Drawing topographic form lines and

structure form lines.-(a). By keeping the
left grid plate fixed in reference to the in
strument and by setting the vernier at a
proper parallax change for different eleva
tion intervals, rough topographic form
lines can be drawn on a transparent over
lay, at the intersection of the stereoscopic
grid with the terrain in the stereoscopic
model. (b). If geologic structures and stra
tigraphic units are well defined in the
stereoscopic model, an approximate struc
ture-contour map can be made by setting
the vernier for different elevation intervals,
and plotting on a transparent overlay the
intersection of the stereoscopic grid with a
selected stratigraphic horizon.

4. Recognizing tilt.-Tilt in a stereoscop
ic model is easily recognized in reference to
a horizontal plane such as the stereoscopic
grid.

5. Taking faunal or floral census.-By
computing the scale of grids in relation to
the scale of the photography and fusing the
grids stereoscopically over the area to be
studied, tree counts or flock counts can be
made.

HISTORY IN THE MAKING!! WE HA VE BEEN TOLD WHAT
MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS. WHAT WILL DO THE SAME

FOR ST. LOUIS? THE ANSWER IS ON PAGE 459.


